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Abstract—Business collaboration is about coordinating the flow of information among organizations and linking their business processes into a cohesive whole. A collaborative business process operates in a distributed environment involving multiple parties with dynamic availability, and a large number of heterogeneous sources with evolving contents [1]. A consistent outcome is expected within and among the parties involved. The service technologies as the foundation to build up consistent business collaboration have an aim to allow effective composition of discrete services or processes into end-to-end service aggregation on a global scale. A consistent business collaboration is supported by the service systems through the creation of alliances between service providers, each offering services to be used or syndicated with other external services [2]. As a result, services become the building blocks of collaborative business processes [3].

Inconsistency in business collaboration can be caused by many reasons, e.g., structure incompatibility (the participating processes do not bear consistent process logic) or behavior nonconformance (the behaviors of participating processes are not acted as agreed by others). In this paper, we mainly focus on temporal inconsistency in business collaboration. Temporal inconsistency occurs since the participating processes in business collaboration fail to coordinate the temporal policies within and across business participants, i.e., specific service in the participating processes cannot execute in a properly temporal manner.

Temporal policies are developed by individual business participants to restrict when the web services in participating processes can start and finish. When services are involved in business collaboration, the following must be guaranteed:

- All services in the common participating process can successfully execute within their available temporal intervals. If there exists a service that cannot execute within its available temporal interval, then the temporal policies of the service are not matched with those of other related services in the common participating process in business collaboration.
- When a service is interacting with another service of a collaborative partner, the temporal policies of these services must be matched with each other. These services must start and finish within their available temporal intervals when they are interacting.

1 INTRODUCTION

Business collaboration is about coordinating the flow of information among organizations and linking their business processes into a cohesive whole. A collaborative business process operates in a distributed environment involving multiple parties with dynamic availability, and a large number of heterogeneous sources with evolving contents [1]. A consistent outcome is expected within and among the parties involved. The service technologies as the foundation to build up consistent business collaboration have an aim to allow effective composition of discrete services or processes into end-to-end service aggregation on a global scale. A consistent business collaboration is supported by the service systems through the creation of alliances between service providers, each offering services to be used or syndicated with other external services [2]. As a result, services become the building blocks of collaborative business processes [3].

Inconsistency in business collaboration can be caused by many reasons, e.g., structure incompatibility (the participating processes do not bear consistent process logic) or behavior nonconformance (the behaviors of participating processes are not acted as agreed by others). In this paper, we mainly focus on temporal inconsistency in business collaboration. Temporal inconsistency occurs since the participating processes in business collaboration fail to coordinate the temporal policies within and across business participants. Deadlocks may happen for the mutual waiting of each participant’s results in collaboration. Temporal inconsistency occurs since the participating processes in business collaboration fail to coordinate the temporal policies within and across business participants, i.e., specific service in the participating processes cannot execute in a properly temporal manner.

Temporal policies are developed by individual business participants to restrict when the web services in participating processes can start and finish. When services are involved in business collaboration, the following must be guaranteed:

- All services in the common participating process can successfully execute within their available temporal intervals. If there exists a service that cannot execute within its available temporal interval, then the temporal policies of the service are not matched with those of other related services in the common participating process in business collaboration.
- When a service is interacting with another service of a collaborative partner, the temporal policies of these services must be matched with each other. These services must start and finish within their available temporal intervals when they are interacting.

The coordination on temporal policies within and across participating processes is critical to ensure the smooth execution of the business collaboration. Deadlock caused by temporal inconsistency in business collaboration must be avoided.

For example, in Fig. 1, Processes A and B are syndicated by services in different organizations, respectively, and interactions can be identified between 1) Services A and B, and 2) Services A+ and B+. Messages are transferred between services in the sequences 1 to 4. We can observe the occurrence of deadlock caused by temporal inconsistency as follows: The start time of Service A is missing and the
service cannot interact with Service B in collaborative partner when the previous service—Service A—in common participating business process is finished, i.e., message 2 cannot be delivered to Service B. The next available service—Service A— in the participating process is ready to start, i.e., receiving message from Service B, the next service after Service B in collaborative partner. Service B cannot be initiated if Service B does not finish. A deadlock occurs because Service A is waiting message from Services B and B needs message from Service A. We can observe from the above example, that although Service A finishes execution within its available temporal interval, the Service A syndicated with Service A still cannot be initiated since its available temporal interval has passed. This could happen if the temporal policies coordination on Services A and A in the common participating process is missing.

Managing temporal consistency in business collaboration is challenging in the service-oriented environment

- Temporal inconsistency can occur inside the organization, can occur in the service interaction between partners, and can occur due to the violation of temporal policies at a specific service. It is necessary to develop a mechanism to consider all the activities, services, and interactions together for defining and managing temporal consistency in business collaboration.

- Temporal consistency management is difficult in the peer-based collaborative business process that has multiple participating business processes running independently and exchanging asynchronous messages among them. It has the following features: (1) Temporal policies are defined by individual peer-based business participants and cannot be controlled by others. Each participant can only manage temporal policies coordination from one organization point of view in business collaboration. (2) Temporal policies are hidden inside the organization boundary of an individual participant. Temporal policy coordination can only be performed on an organization’s internal business processes, service interfaces, and protocols, as well as the interfaces and protocols of its collaborative partners.

- Temporal consistency management in business collaboration is required not only at design time but also at runtime. The management at design time ensures that the temporal policies coordination at collaborative business is carried out before hand. However, it is extremely difficult to know all possible temporal parameters of participants, e.g., start time or finish time, before hand in the dynamic, distributed, loosely coupled environment. Therefore, the runtime dynamic temporal policy coordination becomes essential to enforce temporal consistency for collaborative business process.

It is critical to develop models and mechanisms to effectively check and enforce temporal consistency during business collaboration. A number of research have been carried out to deal with temporal consistency in collaborative business process [6], [7], [14], [15], [28]. Existing models have the limitations either being constructed from a centralized global view which includes all the detailed information of participants, or simply specifying business collaboration without considering details of internal business process. In [19], [20], [22], [23], [24], [25], multiple methods are proposed to manage temporal consistency. However, it is still lacking of a solution that includes algorithms for the runtime dynamic temporal policy coordination.

In this paper, we propose a model named Timed Choreographical Business Transaction Net (TiCoBTx-Net) for individual business participants to specify and manage the temporal consistency in business collaboration. The proposed model is based on Hierarchical Colored Petri Net [4], [5], [8], [9], [16], [17], [26]. Temporal policies are processed in TiCoBTx-Net to enforce the temporal consistency at both design time and runtime. The business collaboration is modeled by the TiCoBTx-Net controlled by two types of execution policies as behavior policies (based on business process logic) and temporal policies (based on temporal logic). These policies are employed to guarantee the correct operation of business collaboration. The Hierarchical Timed Computation Tree Logic (HiTCTL) is proposed to formalize the temporal policies and specify when and where these temporal policies can be effective on TiCoBTx-Net. Algorithms are developed to check if temporal policies are matched with each other in business collaboration considering related internal activities, web services, and communication tasks. The verification mechanism is devised to detect the status of temporal inconsistency in business collaboration.

Our approach addresses the temporal inconsistency issue in business collaboration. The existing approaches are normally design time-based solutions and they have an inherent limitation to cover the dynamic temporal dependencies of involved services in a business collaboration. The proposed work presented in this paper is beyond the existing approaches [6], [7], [28] due to its following main contributions:

1. The proposed approach can provide a generic solution to address the temporal inconsistency issue in business collaboration by considering internal activities, web services, and communication tasks;
2. The proposed TiCoBTx-Net model has the capability to put the concerns of temporal inconsistency at the design time and the runtime under the same umbrella;
3. The work provides the practical way to identify and rationalize the temporal policies based on the Hierarchical Timed Computation Tree Logic;
4. Verification mechanism is provided to clarify the status of temporal inconsistency at runtime.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a motivating example to illustrate the temporal inconsistency. Section 3 describes Timed Choreographical Business Transaction Net which models the business collaboration with temporal semantics. Section 4 presents how temporal policies are specified and rationalized by Hierarchical Timed Computation Tree Logic. Section 5 describes the algorithms to perform policy check on business collaboration and the mechanism to clarify the status of the temporal inconsistency. Section 6 gives the implementation details of the proposed approach. Section 7 reviews some related work. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 8.

2 Motivating Example

Let us take an example in dealer-automotive industry. The ordering process begins with a quote inquiry broadcasting from a Customer. After receiving an inquiry, Dealers will validate the status of the Customer. A quote will be returned if the status of Customer is valid. Then, the Customer will choose a Dealer who offers the best deal. The selected Dealer will receive a purchase order from the Customer. After checking the stock, the Dealer will send the Customer an order acknowledgment with invoice and payment details. Concurrently, the Dealer will require the Logistics Company to arrange the transportation. Once the Dealer receives both the payment from the Customer and the delivery schedule from Logistics Company, the vehicle will be transported to the Customer. The Logistics Company will then notify the Customer for the delivery of the vehicle.

Fig. 2 illustrates the ordering process. Each organization in the collaboration is depicted as a set of services (round corner rectangles in Fig. 2), e.g., Order Feedback service in Dealer, or Quote service in Customer. A service is a business application unit to provide functions to the operation of the whole business collaboration; the activities are included in an individual service in Fig. 2 to provide support for the functions of the service. For instance, Specify Model and Quote Approval are two sequential activities enclosed in Quote service to support its function-prepare quote. The communication tasks support business interactions among organizations and they are represented by dash lined rectangles. For example, the Receive Query
and Send Result are two communication tasks to support the interactions between the Quote Feedback service of Dealer and the Process Quote service of Customer. For illustrative purpose, in Fig. 2, control flows and message flows within a service are represented as thin solid line arrows. Control flows and message flows between services are represented as thick solid line arrows. The message flows are represented as thin dash line arrows when the messages are between organizations and represented as thick dash line arrows when the messages are between the service and its protocol. (See Legend in Fig. 2).

From the above example, we can observe the following features that make the management on the temporal consistency difficult in the business collaboration:

- The Order Feedback Service in Dealer is supported by the internal activities, Validate Order, Stock Check, and Summary Order Acknowledgement; it needs to communicate with Order Service in Customer. Managing temporal consistency need not only consider the match of temporal policies of web services—Order Service in Customer and Order Feedback Service in Dealer. It is also necessary to take the temporal policies of internal activities and associated communication tasks into account.

- All temporal policies of web services syndicated within Dealer are defined by Dealer and they cannot be dominated by other business participants. Managing temporal consistency in business collaboration requires each involving business participant to guarantee the temporal consistency from single organization’s point of view. Furthermore, since web services are peer-to-peer, the temporal policies for internal activity in Customer cannot be controlled by the Dealer. The Dealer can only manage the temporal consistency within and across organization by identifying the temporal policies of web services, internal activities, and communication tasks in Dealer, and those of web services and associated communication tasks in Customer.

- Temporal consistency management should be taken at both design time and runtime. For example, the finish time of Order Feedback service is 13:00 pm, and the finish time of Quote Feedback service is 15:00 pm. At design time, the two services can be syndicated together if the Quote Feedback service finishes before 13:00 pm when the Order Feedback service is still available to work. If the finish time of Quote Feedback service is at least 4 hours later than the start time of Quote Feedback service, managing temporal consistency between the Quote Feedback service and Order Feedback service can only be operated at runtime, depending when the Quote Feedback service starts in reality.

The start time, finish time, and execution duration of the service, internal activity, and communication task are non-deterministic in an individual business participant. For instance, the earliest start time of Order Feedback service in business collaboration should be immediately after sending out the quote result, and the latest start time is seven days later than the finish time of Quote Feedback service. Hence, we specify the start time and finish time of each service, internal activity, and communication task with an earliest time and latest time, and a minimum execution duration. The lower bound of the available temporal interval represents the Earliest Start Time (EST) and the upper bound of the available temporal interval is the Latest Finish Time (LFT). The Latest Start Time (LST) is calculated as the start time when the service, internal activity, or communication task reaches the Latest Finish Time after minimum execution duration. If the service, internal activity or communication task is started at the Earliest Start Time, after minimum execution duration, it reaches the Earliest Finish Time (ETF). We do not need to define the maximum execution duration of each web service since it is the time difference between EST and LFT. The actual execution duration at runtime therefore must longer than the minimum execution duration.

Based on the above-observed features, the temporal inconsistency may occur in service-oriented business collaboration as:

- Across participant process. If the Dealer requires to receive the payment within one week after issuing bill to Customer, then Latest Start Time of Receive Payment task in Dealer should be \( LST_{Receive\ Payment} = CompleteTime_{issue\ Bill} + 7 \text{days} \). The temporal policy in Customer emphasizes that the payment will be prepared earliest 14 working days later than receiving the bill, i.e., the Earliest Start Time of Send Payment task in Customer is \( EST_{send\ Payment} = CompleteTime_{issue\ Bill} + 14 \text{days} \) (We ignore the message transfer time here). The Earliest Finish Time of Send Payment task \( EFT_{send\ Payment} \) is later than the Earliest Start Time of Send Payment task \( EST_{send\ Payment} \) (minimum execution duration is required to finish the Send Payment task). The Earliest Start Time of Send Payment task in Customer \( EST_{send\ Payment} \) is also later than the Latest Start Time of Receive Payment task in Dealer \( LST_{Receive\ Payment} \). Due to \( EFT_{send\ Payment} \geq EST_{send\ Payment} \geq LST_{Receive\ Payment} \), the Receive Payment task is not available when the Send Payment task finishes, though as early as possible (If \( LST \) of Receive Payment is passed, the task cannot be initiated any more). The temporal policies coordination is failed between the services of Payment Receive in Dealer and Bill Process in Customer.

- Within participant process. The Prepare Delivery service in Dealer may not be able to work within its available temporal interval (14:00-16:00), since the previous service—Payment Receive service—is finished at its latest finish time 17:00. The Prepare Delivery service is not available when the Payment Receive service is finalized. The temporal policies coordination on Payment Receive service and Prepare Delivery service does not succeed in the ordering process of Dealer.

3 TCoBTx-NET MODEL—A COLLABORATION MODEL WITH TEMPORAL SEMANTICS

TCoBTx-NET model as an infrastructure is developed based on Hierarchical Colored Petri Net to describe the business
collaboration from one organization point of view to
catering for the feature of “no central control” in the service
environment. The model will employ temporal semantics to
identify and operate temporal policies.

3.1 Structure of TiCoBTx-Net

A TiCoBTx-Net is specified for individual participants to
understand the behavior of their business partners. It
consists of two components: the participant’s process and
the publicly visible part of its collaborators. A collaborative
process in each participant is separated into three layers as
shown in Fig. 2, each of which is a subnet of TiCoBTx-Net.
The Execution (Exe) subnet, Abstract (Abs) subnet, and
Communication (Com) subnet correspond to the generic
stratified structure of web service in business collaboration
in terms of internal business process, service interface, and
business protocol

- At execution level, internal business activities form
  Exe-subnet.
- At abstract level, the input/output messages of the
  operations defined for the service, and the control
  ability that can transfer messages to and from other
  subnets form an Abs-subnet.
- At communication level, different communication
  patterns such as request-response, notify, form a
  Com-subnet.

The publicly visible part of other business partners that
can be observed by participants are separated into two
subnets in TiCoBTx-Net: External Communication (ExCom)
subnet and External Abstract (ExAbs) subnet that represent the
business protocol and public interfaces of web services in
other business partners, respectively.

3.2 Execution Policy of TiCoBTx-Net

In TiCoBTx-Net, the movements of Application-Oriented
Token (AO-Token) correspond to the message flow. AO-
Token can move within and across organizational bound-
ary. The movement of AO-Token is controlled by the
execution policy of a specific participant. The execution
policies related with AO-Token in TiCoBTx-Net are
categorized into two types:

- Behavior Policy identifies “where AO-Token
  should go.” It guides the AO-Token movement
  from one service to another service, or from one
  internal activity to another one, based on the
  business process logic. In TiCoBTx-Net, it is graphi-
  cally modeled as lines to link net elements, e.g.,
  places or transitions.
- Temporal Policy identifies “when AO-Token
  should go” and “how long AO-Token can go.” For
  example, an AO-Token can only be fired at a specific
  transition during a time interval, or the AO-Token
  can only start to fire after a specific time.

Fig. 3 shows a TiCoBTx-Net of a Dealer to answer the
Quote Request from a Customer. The TiCoBTx-Net of the
Dealer is composed of two components, the three subnets to
represent the Dealer’s process and two subnets as the public
part of the Customer. Colored AO-Token representing
different messages, e.g., B and D, are moved in TiCoBTx-Net.

3.3 Specification of TiCoBTx-Net

Definition 1. A TiCoBTx-Net is a tuple \( N = (P, T, F, R, \delta, \lambda, \pi, II, IO) \), where

- \( P \) is a set of places graphically represented as circles.
  \( P_{Exe}, P_{Abs}, P_{Com}, P_{ExA} \) and \( P_{ExA} \) are sets of places
  at each subnet.
- \( T \) is a set of transitions graphically represented as dark
  bars in Fig. 3, where: \( T_{Exe}, T_{Abs}, T_{Com}, T_{ExC}, \) and
  \( T_{ExA} \) are sets of transitions at each level. \( T^+ \) is a
  set of empty transitions for transferring AO-Tokens.
- \( F = (P \times V \times T) \cup (T \times V \times P) \) is the flow relation
  between places and transitions, where \( V \) is a set of
  variables \( \{x, y, \ldots\} \) to represent the colored tokens.
- \( R: P \cup T \rightarrow L \) is a refinement formula on a transition
  or place to connect other subnets. \( L = \{g(x), \{e(x), Y, r(x)\}, x \in V, g(x) \) is a function to evaluate the AO-
  Token enabled at a specific transition or arrived at an
  individual place, and decides which subnet/s shall be
  initiated. Sometimes, multiple subsets \( Y \) can be
  activated simultaneously. \( e(x) \) and \( r(x) \) are the guard
  functions of corresponding subnet \( Y \) to evaluate
  whether or not the subnet is available to initiate and exit.
- \( \delta: P \cup T \rightarrow \{EST, LST, EFT, LFT\} \) is a function on a
  transition and place to illustrate the start time and
  finish time, where \( EST \) and \( LST \) represent the
  Earliest Start Time and Latest Start Time that each
  place and transition can be fired, and \( EFT \) and \( LFT \)
  represent the Earliest Finish Time and Latest Finish
  Time that each place and transition can stop firing.
- \( \lambda: P \cup T \rightarrow Ti \), where \( \lambda \) is used to represent the
  arrive time when the token is deposited at each place
  and transition.
- \( \pi: P \cup T \rightarrow Q \) is an interval function representing the
  minimum execution duration of a place or transition.
- \( II, IO \) are the sets of in and out places of TiCoBTx-Net
  and their subnets, including \( II = \{T_{Exe}, T_{Abs}, T_{Com}, T_{ExC}, T_{ExA}\} \) and
  \( IO = \{O, o_{Exe}, o_{Abs}, o_{Com}, o_{ExC}, o_{ExA}\} \).

\( P, T, II, \) and \( IO \) define the basic elements—Place and
Transition—in TiCoBTx-Net; while \( F \) and \( R \) are used to
design the business process logic within and across subnet,
respectively. \( \delta, \lambda, \) and \( \pi \) describe the temporal logic in
TiCoBTx-Net, e.g., the earliest start time of a web service.
Temporal Policies-Enforcement of Temporal Consistency

Temporal policies in TiCoBTx-Net must be coordinated in business collaboration because services are syndicated or interacted with other web services from different participants. A web service could be bound with multiple temporal policies which are depended on the status of business collaboration. A logic named Hierarchical Timed Computation Tree Logic is developed in this section to rationalize which temporal policies should be performed based on the status of TiCoBTx-Net.

4.1 Formal Syntax of the Temporal Policies

A web service, as well as internal activity and communication task, called as an event in this paper, bears specific available temporal interval when it executes. An event is associated with a minimum execution duration \( \pi \). For an event, there are:

- The lower bound of the available time interval is the Earliest Start Time of the event.
- The upper bound of the available time interval is the Latest Finish Time of the event.
- The Earliest Finish Time of the event is the time when the event executes minimum duration \( \pi \) from the Earliest Start Time of the event, i.e., \( EFT = EST + \pi \).
- The Latest Start Time of the event is the time when the event reaches its Latest Finish Time after executing minimum duration \( \pi \), i.e., \( LST = LFT - \pi \).

The above four temporal parameters constrain how each event cooperates with other events in business collaboration. Temporal policy coordination is carried out through matching the four temporal parameters at design time and runtime.

4.1.1 Temporal Policies for Single Subnet

Two types of time are taken into account in temporal policies, message transfer time and task execution time. We use \( \alpha \) to indicate the real message transfer time at place \( P \), while \( \beta \) is used to denote the real message execution time at Transition T. \( \Theta \) represents the real start time of an event and \( \Delta \) represents the real finish time of an event.

**Temporal Policy 1.** \( \pi(p_j) \leq \alpha \), where \( \pi \) on place \( p_j \) denotes the minimum message transfer time.

**Temporal Policy 2.** \( \pi(t_j) \leq \beta \), where \( \pi \) on transition \( t_j \) is the minimum message execution time.

Through above Temporal Policies 1 and 2, both real message transfer time \( \alpha \) and real message execution time \( \beta \) must be greater than the setup minimum execution duration, respectively.

Based on the basic four temporal parameters of each event, \( EST, LST, EFT, \) and \( LFT \), we deduce two types of temporal parameters at design time and runtime denoted by \( DT^* \) and \( R^* \), where \( * \) represents the basic four temporal parameters. The basic temporal parameters of each event are set up when the event is created independently. At design time, when each event is syndicated with other events within common business process or interacted with other events, e.g., web services, in participating processes, the earliest and the latest of start time or finish time of each event can be affected by the other cooperated events. For example, at design time, an event is not able to start at its developed earliest start time, and it can only be initiated after all previous time-related events based on business logic have ideally started at their earliest start times and executed at minimum execution durations. When messages are transferred at runtime, the earliest and the latest of start time and finish time of each event may be modified based on the real-time information. For instance, a Runtime Earliest Start Time \( (R_{EST}) \) depends on the runtime finish time of another event. Temporal policies may be required to restrict the start time and finish time of each event at both design time and runtime (See Temporal Policies 3 and 4).

**Temporal Policy 3.** \( EST \leq DT_{EST} \leq R_{EST} \leq \Theta \leq R_{LST} \leq DT_{LST} \leq LST \), where the real start time of an event \( \Theta \) must be between \( EST \) and \( LST \).

Moreover, \( \Theta \) as the real start time of an event should be restricted by the Design Time Earliest Start Time (\( DT_{EST} \)) and Design Time Latest Start Time (\( DT_{LST} \)) when the event is involved in business collaboration at design time. The \( DT_{EST} \) of each transition is the maximum of \( EFT \) of all message transfers before the transition, while the \( DT_{LST} \) is as same as \( LST \). The \( DT_{EST} \) and \( DT_{LST} \) of each place bear similar semantics. \( DT_{EST} \) and \( DT_{LST} \) can be calculated as follows: \( p_j \) \((j=1, n)\) are preplaces of a transition and \( t_j \) \((j=1, n)\) are transitions before a place, where

\[
\begin{align*}
DT_{EST}_{t_i} &= \max_{j=1}^n (EST(p_j) + \pi(p_j)), j < i, \\
DT_{LST}_{t_i} &= LST_{t_i}, \\
DT_{EST}_{p_j} &= \max_{j=1}^n (EST(t_j) + \pi(t_j)), j < i, \\
DT_{LST}_{p_j} &= LST_{p_j}.
\end{align*}
\]

\( \Theta \) as the start time of an event should starts between \( R_{EST} \) and \( R_{LST} \), where \( R_{EST} \) and \( R_{LST} \) represent Runtime Earliest Start Time and Runtime Latest Start Time. \( R_{EST} \) and \( R_{LST} \) are deduced based on the real event execution time, which can only be identified at runtime. \( R_{EST} \) for each transition is the maximum time of \( (\lambda(p_i) + \pi(p_i)) \), \( j=1,n \). Through this way, we can repeatedly calculate the \( R_{EST} \) of each transition at runtime for each step of message movement among the events in business collaboration. The process is similar to \( R_{LST} \) as that of \( LST \). The \( R_{EST} \) and \( R_{LST} \) of each place bear similar semantics. They can be calculated as follows: \( p_j \) \((j=1, n)\) are all preplaces of a transition and \( t_j \) \((j=1, n)\) are all transitions before a place. \( \lambda(p_j) \) and \( \lambda(t_j) \) are token arrive times in place \( p_j \) and transition \( t_j \), respectively, representing the start time of message transfer and execution, where

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{EST}_{t_i} &= \max_{j=1}^n (\lambda(p_j) + \pi(p_j)), j < i, \\
R_{LST}_{t_i} &= LST_{t_i}, \\
R_{EST}_{p_j} &= \max_{j=1}^n (\lambda(t_j) + \pi(t_j)), j < i, \\
R_{LST}_{p_j} &= LST_{p_j}.
\end{align*}
\]

**Temporal Policy 4.** \( EFT \leq DT_{EFT} \leq R_{EFT} \leq \Delta \leq R_{LFT} \leq DT_{LFT} \leq LFT \), where the real finish time of each event \( \Delta \) should be between \( EFT \) and \( LFT \). Moreover, \( \Delta \) needs to comply with the constraints at design time, where it must finish between Design Time Earliest Finish
Time \( DT_{EFT} \) and Design Time Latest Finish Time \( DT_{LFT} \). \( DT_{EFT} \) of the transition is deducted based on its \( DT_{EST} \), where the transition starts at the \( DT_{EST} \) and only executes minimum execution duration. \( DT_{LFT} \) of the transition is the same as the \( LFT \) which is the upper bound of the available temporal interval of the transition. The \( DT_{EFT} \) and \( DT_{LFT} \) of each place bear similar semantics. \( DT_{EFT} \) and \( DT_{LFT} \) for place and transition can be calculated as follows: \( p_i \) \((i = 1..n)\) are all preplaces of a transition and \( t_j \) \((j = 1..n)\) are all transitions before a place, where

\[
\begin{align*}
DT_{EFT}_{t_i} &= DT_{EST}_{t_i} + \pi(t_i), \\
DT_{LFT}_{t_i} &= LFT_{t_i}, \\
DT_{EFT}_{p_i} &= DT_{EST}_{p_i} + \pi(p_i), \\
DT_{LFT}_{p_i} &= LFT_{p_i}.
\end{align*}
\]

\( \Delta \) is the finish time of an event and it must be between \( REFT \) and \( RLFT \), where \( REFT \) and \( RLFT \) represent Runtime Early Finish Time and Runtime Latest Finish Time. \( REFT \) is deducted from \( EST \), and \( RLFT \) is the same as \( LFT \), where

\[
\begin{align*}
REFT_{t_i} &= EST_{t_i} + \pi(t_i), \\
RLFT_{t_i} &= LFT_{t_i}, \\
REFT_{p_i} &= EST_{p_i} + \pi(p_i), \\
RLFT_{p_i} &= LFT_{p_i}.
\end{align*}
\]

Temporal Policy 5. \( EFT_{t_j} \leq EST_{t_j}, j < i \), where \( EFT_{t_j} \) represents Earliest Finish Time of an event, e.g., \( EFT \), \( DT_{EFT} \), and \( REFT \), while \( EST \) is Latest Start Time of next event, e.g., \( EST \), \( DT_{EST} \), and \( RLST \). This policy ensures that the next event must be available to start when the previous event finishes as early as possible. Otherwise, when the previous event finishes, the next event cannot be initiated since its latest start time has been passed.

4.1.2 Temporal Policies for Multiple Subnets

This kind of policies restricts the token movement across the subnets. For example, the \( EST^* \) of a transition \( t_{j}^{Abs} \) in Abs-subnet should not be earlier than the \( EST^* \) of a transition \( t_{i}^{Abs} \) in Exe-subnet where \( t_{i}^{Abs} \) and \( t_{j}^{Abs} \) are linked by refinement function \( R \) in TiCoBTx-Net. The reason is that the earliest start time of an internal activity which supports specific service must be earlier than the earliest start time of the supported service. \( LFT^* \) of a transition \( t_{j}^{Abs} \) in Abs-subnet must not be later than the \( LFT^* \) of a transition \( t_{i}^{Abs} \) in Exe-subnet. It is impossible for the service to be finished later than the latest finish time of its supporting internal activity. Temporal Policies 6 and 7 formally describe above restrictions.

Temporal Policy 6. \( EST^*_{t_i} \leq EST^*_{t_j} \) if \( t_i \in T^{Exe} \) and \( t_j \in T^{Abs} \) are linked by the refinement function.

Temporal Policy 7. \( LFT^*_{t_i} \geq LFT^*_{t_j} \) if \( t_i \in T^{Exe} \) and \( t_j \in T^{Abs} \) are linked by the refinement function.

4.2 Hierarchical Timed Computation Tree Logic (HITCTL)

There may be a big number of temporal policies under different circumstances that are involved in business collaboration. For example, if \( DT_{EFT} \) of Order Feedback service in Dealer is after 15:00 pm, the \( RLFT \) of Payment Receive service in Dealer will be seven days more than the real finish time of Order Feedback service; otherwise, it will be six days more only. In this case, there are two temporal policies in Payment Receive service to restrict the real finish time \( \Delta \), i.e., \( \Delta_{PaymentReceive} \leq RLFT \) OrderFeedback + 7 days and \( \Delta_{PaymentReceive} \leq RLFT \) OrderFeedback + 6 days. It is necessary to build up a formal way to effectively and efficiently rationalize the temporal policies based on different status of TiCoBTx-Net.

In TiCoBTx-Net, the state \( s \) of each subnet is formulated as \( s = (m, c) \), where \( m \) is a marking and \( c \) is a clock valuation, \( c : m \rightarrow Dur \) representing the duration elapsed in this marking. Note, marking is used in petri-net-based process model to describe the status of token movement, i.e., marking is changed with the movement of token. In this way, state \( s \) becomes a continuous state where time is taken into account. For example, \( s_1 = (m_1, 1 \text{ second}) \ldots s_n = (m_n, n \text{ seconds}) \ldots s_{n+1} = (m_2, 1 \text{ second}) \), where marking \( m_1 \) is changed to \( m_2 \) after \( n \) seconds, i.e., token is moved from \( m_1 \) to \( m_2 \) after \( n \) seconds. Based on this background, we introduce a novel Hierarchical Timed Computation Tree Logic operated on TiCoBTx-Net to rationalize the proposition of temporal policies based on the state of TiCoBTx-Net. For example, if \( \phi \) is an atomic proposition of temporal polices, e.g., \( \Delta_{PaymentReceive} \leq RLFT \) OrderFeedback + 7 days, and \( s \) is a state of the specific subnet, \( \phi \) can be used at specific state of the subnet when \( \{\phi : s \rightarrow \{true\}\} \). Here, below we will elaborate the HITCTL and its semantics.

Hierarchical Timed Computation Tree Logic is developed based on Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) by embedding hierarchical semantics. Timed Computation Tree Logic is an extension of Computation Tree Logic Star (CTL*). Computation Tree Logic star is a temporal logic to specify both liner (LTL) and branching (CTL) property. The syntax of CTL* is given by the following grammar:

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi_i &\equiv \text{false} \mid \neg \psi_i \mid \psi_i \land \psi_j \mid \forall s_j \psi_j \mid \exists s_j \psi_j, \\
\psi_j &\equiv \psi_i \mid \neg \psi_j \mid \psi_j \land \psi_j \mid X \psi_j \mid [\psi_j \mid F \psi_j] \mid G \psi_j.
\end{align*}
\]

In the grammar, \( \phi \) stands for an atomic proposition of temporal policy. \( \forall \) ("for all path") and \( \exists \) ("there exists a path") are path quantifiers, where \( U \) ("until") and \( X \) ("next") are temporal operators. \( F \) ("eventually") and \( G \) ("all future states") are also temporal operators, but can be represented by \( U \) ("until") and \( X \) ("next"), e.g., \( F \psi = \{\text{true} | \psi\} \) and \( G \psi = \neg F \neg \psi \). The path quantifiers and temporal operators will be introduced below.

\( M \) is a tuple defined as \( M = (Z, W) \), where \( Z = (S, \rightarrow, s_0) \) is a state transition system in TiCoBTx-Net, \( S \) is a set of states of all subnets, \( \rightarrow \) is the relation between states, and \( s_0 \) is a set of initial states of all subnets; \( W : S \rightarrow 2^{\pi} \) is valuation function which associates each state of subnets with the atomic proposition of temporal policy that the state can satisfy. Let us take Exe-subnet as an example. \( s' \in s^{Exe} \) is a state in Exe-subnet. \( \Lambda(s') \) is the set of all execution paths in Exe-subnet starting from the \( s' \). \( \rho = s' \rightarrow s'_1 \rightarrow s'_2 \ldots \) is one of the execution path in \( \Lambda(s') \). The formal semantics of CTL* is given by the satisfaction relation \( \models \) defined as follows:
Timed Computation Tree Logic extends CTL* with a time interval I. With this way, we cannot only reason if the proposition is true at a future state, but can also identify which state it is. For example, $F_t\psi$ means that $\psi$ is “eventually” true after time I is past from current state. The grammar of CTPL is given as follows:

$$\psi \equiv false \mid \phi \mid \neg\psi \mid \psi \land \psi \mid \forall F_I \psi \mid \exists F_I \psi \mid \forall G_I \psi \mid \exists G_I \psi.$$

Let us take Abs-subnet as example. $\hat{\rho}(r) = R^t \rightarrow S^t$ is an execution path in $L(s^t)$ ($s^t$ is a state in Abs-subnet), where $\hat{\rho}(r) = \pi^t \alpha$ is a continuous state in $\hat{\rho}$ (as is a clock time), i.e., $r = \sum_{i=0}^{k} a_i$ $i \geq 0$, and $0 \leq \alpha < \psi^t$ represents the time duration needed in state $s^t$. Since temporal operators $F$ and $G$ can be represented by $U$ and $X$, and the usage of temporal operator $X$ is the same as its usage in CTL*, we only give the formal semantics of temporal operator $U$ in CTPL

$$\psi \equiv false \mid \phi \mid \neg\psi \mid \psi \land \psi \mid \forall F_I \psi \mid \exists F_I \psi \mid \forall G_I \psi \mid \exists G_I \psi.$$

The temporal logic mentioned above are only suitable for the deduction within single subnet. TiCoBTxNet is developed based on the hierarchical petri net with five subnets. It is necessary to extend CTPL for 1) satisfying the requirements of hierarchical semantics and 2) preserving the temporal semantics in TiCoBTxNet. Hence, we develop a novel temporal logic named as Hierarchical Timed Computation Tree Logic. The syntax of HTCTL is given as follows:

$$\psi \equiv false \mid \phi \mid \neg\psi \mid \psi \land \psi \mid \forall F_I \psi \mid \exists F_I \psi \mid \forall G_I \psi \mid \exists G_I \psi.$$

In HTCTL, the path quantifiers are classified into two categories: Branch quantifier ($\forall B$ and $\exists B$) and Hierarchical quantifier ($\forall H$ and $\exists H$). Branch quantifiers are used on future states in single subnets, while Hierarchical quantifiers are used across subnets to model the stratified structure of TiCoBTxNet. Another type operator named Hierarchical operator is also introduced to deduct proposition of temporal policy across subnets, e.g., $\oplus_{X} F_I \psi$, $\oplus_{G_I} \psi$, and $\oplus_{U_I} \psi$. For example, $\oplus_X$ means next upper subnet, while $\oplus_F$ represents there eventually exists one subnet within J upper levels, $\forall H \in R^I$. Note, since the hierarchical operators for lower levels are the mirror objects of hierarchical operators for upper levels, we omit discussion on them.

Let $s^t \in S^{Exe}$ be a state in Exe-subnet, $s^t \in S^{Abs}$ be a state in Abs-subnet, $s^t \in S^{Com}$ be a state in Com-subnet, and $s^t \in S^{ExeAbs}$ and $s^t \in S^{AbsExe}$ be states in ExeCom-subnet and ExAbs-subnet, respectively. Let $\Omega(s^t)$ be the set of all hierarchical paths from Exe-subnet starting from the $s^t$. $\pi^t = s^t \rightarrow s^t_2 \rightarrow s^t_3 \ldots$ is one of the hierarchical path in $\Omega(s^t)$, where $\pi^t = s^t \rightarrow s^t_1 \rightarrow s^t_1 \rightarrow s^t_1 \ldots$ is another example of hierarchical path in $\Omega(s^t)$. Branch Quantifiers and Temporal Operators have been introduced in TCTL and CTL*: here, we only summarize the semantics of Hierarchical Quantifiers and Hierarchical Operators in HTCTL as follows:

$$\psi \equiv false \mid \phi \mid \neg\psi \mid \psi \land \psi \mid \forall F_I \psi \mid \exists F_I \psi \mid \forall G_I \psi \mid \exists G_I \psi.$$

We will not give the detailed semantics of these Hierarchical Operators in this paper. In the formal semantics of Hierarchical Quantifiers and Hierarchical Operators in HTCTL, we use $s^{i+k}$ and $s^{e+k}$ to represent states that encapsulate the state $s^t$ in the $i$th and $k$th upper subnets of the original Exe-subnet, and $s^t$ as the final state in specific $\pi(s^t)$. Let us take several examples to see how HTCTL works at a specific state of individual subnet of TiCoBTxNet:

**Example 1 ($M, s^t \equiv \forall_H \exists_G (\exists_B (\psi U(\psi H_{hours}(\psi_3))))$. At state of $s^t$ in Exe-subnet, we can reason that for all Abs-subnets encapsulating this Exe-subnet (since $G_{j$} where $J = 1$, one upper level of Exe-subnet is considered), there exits a path in Abs-subnets where the proposition $\psi_3$ is hold 24 hours until $\psi_2$ to be true. $\psi_1$ and $\psi_2$ are the propositions of temporal policies enacted in TiCoBTxNet, e.g., they may be regarding to define LFT of two sequential services in Abs-subnet.

**Example 2 ($M, s^t_1 \equiv \forall_H \exists_G (\forall_B (\psi U(\psi H_{hours}(\psi_3))))$. At state of $s^t_1$ in Abs-subnet, there exist states in Abs-subnet (since $G_{j$} where $J = 0$, no upper level of Abs-subnet is considered) where we can reason that for all branches at Abs-subnet, there exists a proposition $\psi_3$ eventually hold within 50 days after the current state $s^t_1$, $s^t_1$ is equivalent to the state where $DT = \psi_3$ of Order Feedback service in Dealer is confirmed after 15:00 pm and $\psi_3$ is the proposition of
temporal policy $\Delta_{PaymenReceive} \leq R.LFT_{OrderFeedback} + 7$ days. After 50 days, this proposition of temporal policy will be treated as false.

5 Detection Mechanism-Verification of Temporal Inconsistency

Temporal inconsistency occurs when the temporal policy coordination is failed in TiCoBTx-Net. In this section, we propose algorithms to coordinate the temporal policy, named as Temporal Policy Match Check. If the match check is failed, a property named time-embedded dead marking freeness in TiCoBTx-Net is introduced to verify the status of the temporal inconsistency.

5.1 Temporal Policies Coordination

Each service, as well as internal activity and communication task is associated with multiple temporal policies when they are created. When they are cooperated with each other in business collaboration, the coordination on temporal policies becomes necessary to ensure the successful business collaboration execution. It is not usual for these events to have precious temporal policy match. All of the involving services including the associated internal activity and communication task can be freely started and finished within their well-defined temporal intervals. We identify three statuses for the temporal policy coordination: 1) Full Policy Match. The service including the encapsulated internal activities and communication tasks can start and finish at any time within the available time interval; 2) Fuzzy Policy Match. The services, internal activities, or communication tasks can only execute within a more strict time interval to ensure the successful business collaboration execution; 3) No Policy Match. There exists at least one event which does not have time interval to execute when it cooperates with other events at design time or runtime. The business collaboration should avoid “No Policy Match.” The policy match check is therefore developed as follows to measure the temporal policy coordination:

1. **Static Policy Check.** Static Policy Check is used at design time to ensure if the available time interval exists for each event in business collaboration. For example, the earliest start time of Order Feedback service in Dealer is designed at 8:00 am. When the service interacts with Order service in Customer A, the earliest start time of the Order Feedback service at design time ($DT.EST_{OrderFeedback}$) has to be set up as 10:00 am since the start time of the available temporal interval of Order service in Customer A is 10:00 am. In this case, Static Policy Check ensures if the available time interval of the Order Feedback service in Dealer still exists after the earliest start time is modified at design time.

2. **Dynamic Policy Check.** The start time and finish time of each event in business collaboration are dynamic, e.g., the earliest start time of one event depends on the real finish time of another event. Dynamic Policy Check is needed to ensure that there does not exist “No Policy Match” for each event at runtime, i.e., available time interval of each event exists at runtime.

![Fig. 4. Timeline of ordering process scenario.](image)

Fig. 4 shows the temporal constraints of the ordering process scenario at the service level. Each service must work within its available temporal interval. Black diamond represents $EST$ and $LST$, and white diamond represents $EFT$ and $LFT$. It can be observed that the business collaboration is at the status of “Fuzzy Policy Match” and the Static Policy Check is successful. Black circle represents $DT.EST$ and $DT.LST$, while white circle is depicted as $DT.EFT$ and $DT.LFT$. Due to the $R.EFT_{OrderFeedback}$ in Dealer is dynamic, e.g., it depends on the time of receiving order, at that time shown in Fig. 4, the Process Bill service in Customer cannot be able to start its function at runtime when Prepare Bill service in Dealer finishes, i.e., the latest start time of Process Bill service has passed. The Dynamic Policy Check is failed. Two black triangles represent $R.EST$ and $R.LST$, while two white triangles represent $R.EFT$ and $R.LFT$.

We design the Algorithm 1 for static policy check to examine the relationships of four basic temporal parameters with $DT^*$, i.e., $DT.EST$, $DT.LST$, $DT.EFT$, and $DT.LFT$. Algorithm 1 will repeatedly check the temporal policies 3 to 7 at each place and transition in TiCoBTx-Net, to ensure the existence of the available time interval. Checks for temporal policies 1 and 2 are not included in Algorithm 1 since the execution duration of each place and transition are not related to the policy coordination at design time. Similarly, we design algorithm for dynamic policy check to examine the relationship of $R^*$ with $DT^*$ ($R^*$ represents $R.EST$, $R.LST$, $R.EFT$, and $R.LFT$). Due to space limit, we only provide the algorithm for static policy check as shown in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1. Algorithm for Static Policy Check**

**Input:** $P$, $T$, $F$, $EST^*$, $LST^*$, $EFT^*$, and $LFT^*$

**Output:** checkResult $\rightarrow$ {True, False}

**Steps:**
1. checkResult$= \text{True}$; $ob:=I$; $obN:=\emptyset$; $obH:=\emptyset$
2. if $\forall ob \in P \cup T$; $obN$, $obH \subseteq P \cup T^*$
3. while $ob \neq O$ do
4. if Temporal Policy $3^*/$
5. if Not ($EST(ob) \leq DT.EST(ob) \leq DT.LST(ob) \leq LST(ob)$) then
6. checkResult$= \text{False}$
7. end if
8: //Temporal Policy 4/
9: if Not (EFT(\(ob\)) \leq DT.LFT(\(ob\)) \leq DT.LFT(\(ob\)) \leq LFT(\(ob\))) then
10: checkResult:= False
11: end if
12: //Temporal Policy 5/
13: obN:=next(ob); i:=1;
14: for obNi \in obN do
15: if (LFT(\(ob\)) > LST(\(ob\))) then
16: checkResult:= False;
17: end if
18: i:= i+1;
19: end for
20: //Temporal Policy 6/
21: obH:= Hierarchical (ob); j:=1;
22: for obHj \in obH do
23: if (EFT(\(ob\)) < EFT(\(ob\))) then
24: checkResult:= False;
25: end if
26: j:=j+1;
27: end for
28: //Temporal Policy 7/
29: obH:=Hierarchical(ob); k:=1;
30: for obHj \in obH do
31: if (LFT(\(ob\)) > LFT(\(ob\))) then
32: checkResult:= False;
33: end if
34: k:= k+1;
35: end for
36: end while

5.2 Verification Mechanism

In this section, we introduce a property named time-embedded dead marking freeness in TiCoBTx-Net to clarify the status of the temporal inconsistency, i.e., to confirm in which step of TiCoBTx-Net the temporal inconsistency occurs. The labeled transitive matrix \(L_{\text{BP}}\) \cite{18} denotes the relationship between \(\bullet\) and \(\bullet\) based on transition \(t\). (Note, \(\bullet = \{ y \in P | (y, x) \in \mathcal{F} \land x \in T \}, \bullet = \{ y \in P | (x, y) \in \mathcal{F} \land x \in T \} \). \(\bullet\) and \(\bullet\) indicate the preplaces and postplaces of a transition, respectively.) We extend the transitive matrix by associating it with the result of temporal policy coordination in TiCoBTx-Net, called labeled time-embedded transitive matrix, and use it to detect the temporal inconsistency.

**Definition 2.** A time-embedded transitive matrix

\[ L_{\text{BP}}^{t} = (A^{-1})^{T} \text{Diag}\left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} r_{i}, \sum_{i=1}^{m} r_{i}, \ldots, \sum_{i=1}^{m} r_{i} \right) A^{+}, \]

where \(A^{-1} = [a_{ij}^{-1}]\) and \(A^{+} = [a_{ij}^{+}]\) are \(n \times m\) matrix (\(n\) transitions, \(m\) places). \(T\) means transpose matrix. \(x \in P, y \in T\).

\[
\begin{align*}
a_{ij}^{-1} &= \begin{cases} 
1 & (x, y) \text{ In } \mathcal{F} \\
0 & (x, y) \text{ Not In } \mathcal{F}
\end{cases} \\
a_{ij}^{+} &= \begin{cases} 
1 & (y, x) \text{ In } \mathcal{F} \\
0 & (y, x) \text{ Not In } \mathcal{F}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 5 describes the internal business process of Dealer to answer the Quote service in Customer. Each transition in this internal business process represents an individual activity and is associated with specific temporal policies. \(r_{th}\) is a time spot to partition the time requirement. The \(Ti\) \((j)\) is a time spot to partition the time requirement to \(T\) when the transition can be activated and terminated. We assume that the state of Exe-subnets at TiCoBTx-Net of Dealer is \(M_{3} = [0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]\) as \(t_{4}\) is enabled by the tokens in \(p_{3}\) and \(p_{4}\)\((c_{3} = 1, c_{4} = 1)\).

\[
L_{\text{BP}}^{t} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & r_{1} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & r_{2} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & r_{3} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & r_{4} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Hence, \(M_{3}^{t}(\text{time}) = M_{3} \cdot (L_{\text{BP}}^{t})_{ij}\). Since \(M_{3}^{t}(\text{time}_0) = 0\), we set \(M_{4}^{t}(\text{time}) = P_{6}(\text{time}) = \sum_{t=1}^{4} P_{6}^{t}(\text{time}) = \frac{r_{4}}{2} \cdot (c_{3} + c_{4})\).

\[
P_{6}^{t}(\text{time}) = \begin{cases}
0 & \text{if time < } Ti(3) \text{ or time > } Ti(5), \text{then } r_{4} = 0 \\
1 & \text{if } Ti(3) \leq \text{time} \leq Ti(5), \text{then } r_{4} = 1.
\end{cases}
\]

If Dealer can execute the activity “collection” \((t_{4})\) within time interval \(Ti(3)\) and \(Ti(5)\), then the temporal policies are
satisfied as $r_4 = 1$ and eventually $P_{t_4}^T(time) \geq 1$. The TiCoBTx-Net of Dealer is time-embedded dead marking free at that moment. Otherwise, $r_4 = 0$, the TiCoBTx-Net is at the status of time-embedded dead marking and $t_4$ cannot be fired (See Fig. 5).

6 IMPLEMENTATION

The implemented TiCoBTx-Net system is developed with JAVA/SWT. It consists of three components (See Fig. 6):

1) **Business Process Editor**: gets the input of a TiCoBTx-Net through Process Choreography Editor or BPEL engine. The BPEL engine takes BPEL codes and converts them into the input of TiCoBTx-Net. In our system, we adopt the existing technology to transfer the BPEL and Petri Net based model, e.g., [14]. Temporal policies are captured by Temporal Rules/Policies Editor. In the future, we will extend BPEL codes with temporal semantics and enrich the function of current BPEL engine in the system to input the temporal policies with temporal-aware BPEL codes. In order to simplify and reuse the configuration, Token Games Warehouse is used to store the execution policy for token movement. 2) **Simulator**: performs the verification. The Modeling works on tokens’ movements between different subnet of various organizations. It can also clarify the status of temporal inconsistency. The verification enables users to choose to execute the simulation in either of two modes: Normal Mode, which means that tokens move continuously, or Single-Step Mode, which allows the user to capture every single step of token movements. The Time Conflict Viewer displays alerts for users. 3) **External Interface**: allows the system to be integrated with other applications. Interfaces for data importing and exporting are provided.

In this paper, we only use the Petri-net-based process model to describe the business collaboration and manage temporal consistency. In the future, the complexity of Petri-net-based process model will be touched upon with our research work stepping forward to the next phase.

Fig. 7 shows a system running status for the example shown in Fig. 3. Initially, a TiCoBTx-Net of Dealer is constructed. Second, temporal policies are defined for each place and transition (See Fig. 8), while DT- are calculated based on the design of temporal policies. Static policy check are enacted in TiCoBTx-Net System based on DT-*. Dynamic policy check is performed at runtime. The temporal inconsistency is alerted after the verification.
runtime temporal policy coordination is totally ignored. Internal activities and business protocols into account. Works can only work at service level, without taking asynchronous web service interactions. However, their approaches cannot handle the complexity of business collaboration management without explicitly considering the internal activities and communication tasks. Our proposed model has the capability to consider the services, activities, and communication tasks under the same umbrella. Furthermore, their process models are designed for checking the conformance of web service behaviors instead of temporal constraints of involved events in business collaboration. The reported work in this paper focuses on the issue of temporal inconsistency in business collaboration. The proposed model is based on the hierarchical colored petri net with the adoption of the HiTCTL for temporal policies.

Yang et al. [14] propose a method to transfer WS-BPEL [27] to Colored Petri-Nets (CPN) for verifying web service composition. A model based on Hierarchical PN is introduced in [15] for detecting the reliability issues of web service workflow. These models have the limitation of being constructed from a centralized global view which requires the detailed information of all participants. This assumption is impracticable in the peer-based loosely coupled business collaboration environment.

Managing Temporal Consistency
Managing temporal consistency has attracted a lot of research recently. Here are the representative works.

Authors in [22], [23], [24] mainly focus on analyzing temporal compatibility from choreography perspective, i.e., check temporal policies among services of different organizations. Several temporal conflicts are identified in asynchronous web service interactions. However, their works can only work at service level, without taking internal activities and business protocols into account. Runtime temporal policy coordination is totally ignored. Other researches spend much effort on analyzing temporal reliability based on flow-types web service orchestration. In [25], the authors use temporal logic based on BPMN-Q to ensure the compliance of rules and polices in web service orchestration. Authors in [19] present an approach to transform web service orchestration into a time-aware orchestration where temporal assessment and intervention logic are performed to ensure the reliability of service composition. In [20], the authors propose a verification approach on temporal reliability based on WS-BPEL. However, in these research works, coordination on temporal policies to ensure the temporal consistency is missing.

In [21], the authors present a framework for computing activity deadlines in workflow systems. The overall process deadline and external constraints are considered. This work targets workflow systems and it does not take cross-organizational service interactions into account.

There have been many efforts on managing temporal consistency in service-oriented business collaboration. However, it is still lacking of a comprehensive solution to coordinate temporal policies for business collaboration at both design time and runtime.

In this paper, we propose a novel process model, TiCoBtx-Net, to manage temporal consistency in service-oriented business collaboration. The merits of TiCoBtx-Net lies in:

- The model has the capability to cover the internal business activities, web service interfaces, communication tasks, and the projection of public part of collaborative web services in other business partners under the same umbrella.
- The proposed approach provides a generic solution to capture the temporal requirements in the business collaboration by identifying temporal policies to be operated in TiCoBtx-Net.
- Algorithms are developed for policy check based on TiCoBtx-Net to enforce the temporal consistency at design time and runtime. A verification mechanism is provided to clarify the status of the temporal inconsistency.

8 CONCLUSION
A novel model has been proposed for managing temporal consistency in service-oriented business collaboration. The formal syntax and specification for temporal policies and TiCoBtx-Net have been presented, as well as a new type of temporal logic, HiTCTL, to reason temporal policies in TiCoBtx-Net. The algorithms have been provided for checking temporal policies at both design time and runtime. The mechanism based on TiCoBtx-Net has been proposed for clarifying the status of temporal inconsistency. The implementation details of the proposed mechanism have also been provided. The proposed approach provides a formal solution to address the challenging temporal inconsistency issue in the service-oriented business collaboration.
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